Lisa Tackach

Lisa Tackach is part of the Marketing and Business Development Team at Railroad Construction Company, Inc. (RCC) in Paterson, NJ. RCC was established in 1926 to provide an array of track services for the private and public sectors along the East Coast and has since developed into a major general contractor with experience and expertise in all areas of track, civil, utility and building construction.

Following graduation from Pace University with a Bachelor of Business Administration, Advertising & Promotion degree, Lisa was introduced to the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) and dedicated the first 7 years of her professional career to promoting the non-profit organization in the marketing department. Through AREMA, she quickly learned how propitious the rail industry is and how fortunate she was to have the foundation of her professional future begin with advocating for those who dedicate their time and knowledge to supporting the AREMA Mission.

In 2014, Lisa relocated to New Jersey, reconnected with her network of railroad industry professionals, and began working at RCC in the marketing department, later evolving into her role on the Marketing and Business Development Team.

Having witnessed firsthand the benefit of connecting likeminded individuals to help support, advance and grow an organization, Lisa became a member of the League of Railway Women (LRW) and was elected to serve on the board as the Awards Chair in 2017. In addition to LRW, Lisa was elected to serve on the New Jersey Railroad Association (NJRRRA) Board as the Associate Member Representative in 2019 and continues to hold this position today.

Lisa resides in Long Valley, NJ with her husband, two children and their beloved family dog, Hunter.